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Alanis Morissette - Madness
Tom: E
Intro:

B                  E   B                      E
I've been most unwilling   to see this turmoil of mine
    B                      E         E
The thought of sitting with this has me  paralyzed
       B               E      B               B
With this prolonged exposure to near and averted eyes
    B                    E
I think that I've been waiting
     B              E
such mileage for empathizing

              B            (SOLO FUNDO: B|--14--11--12--)

Now I see the madness in me

Its brought out in the presence of you
               B           (SOLO FUNDO: B|--14--11--12---9--
-7--)
Now I know the madness lives on
                       E
When you're not in the  room
                       B    (SOLO FUNDO: B|--14--11--12--)
Though I would love to blame you for all

I wish these moments of our platoon
                        B   (SOLO FUNDO: B|--16-9-7---9--)
You simply brought this madness to light
             E
And I should   thank you

   B                              E
Oh thank you, much thanks for this birds eye view
   B                         E                  (B    E    B

E )
Oh thank you, for your most generous triggers

(B    E )
Its been all too easy to cross my arms and roll my eyes
the thought of dropping all arms leaves me terrified

(B    E )
Now I see the madness in me
its brought out in the presence of you
now I know the madness lives on, when you're not in the room
though I would love to blame you for all I wish these moments
of our platoon
You simply brought this madness to light and I should thank
you

(B    E )
Oh thank you, much thanks for this birds eye view
Oh thank you, for your most generous triggers

(B    E )
I've had to give up knowing and give up and being right
You win, inverted hero, you angle in the sky

(B    E )
Now I see the madness in me
its brought out in the presence of you
now I know the madness lives on, when you're not in the room
though I would love to blame you for all I wish these moments
of our platoon
You simply brought this madness to light and I should thank
you

(B    E )
Oh thank you, much thanks for this birds eye view
Oh thank you, for your most generous triggers (ooh)
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